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Newly completed properties            
have their appeal 

House prices surge 

2021 was a great year for 

the housing market and 

this year is off to a good 

start too. 

According to Rightmove, 

prices rose by 2.3%         

between January and 

February. 

Asking prices are up by 

9.5% compared with the 

same period last year and 

have risen by £40,000 in 

the two years since the 

pandemic started. 

Let’s not get carried away 

though.  

The surge has been 

driven by the desire for 

larger properties with         

outside space, a direct 

result of the lockdown   

restrictions.  

The media hype of ever          

increasing price rises has 

also played a part.  

However, now that the 

restrictions have been 

lifted there is a sound          

argument for saying the 

market will stabilise.  

We remain confident this 

will be the case.  

  

Let me start off by saying that we have 

a newly completed acol co-living/hmo 

available. You can find details on the 

next page. 

Now that  it is out of the way, I should 

explain that in the last few years we 

have offered properties off plan.  Our 

clients buy the property and we              

refurbish it under a management 

agreement. 

However, as we all know, there is           

always an upside and a downside to 

everything.   

The downside first  -  a lot of people we 

talk to for the first time are hesitant to 

invest this way.  They want to see the 

finished product and not rely on our 

integrity to provide a quality product.  

It has meant we have had to disappoint 

a number of people who would           

otherwise have invested with us.  

Additionally, we are locked in to a 

price. If the refurbishment costs are 

higher than expected it impacts on our 

profitability. 

The upside - we don’t have to              

cashflow the whole development cost, 

which in theory allows us to do more                        

developments. 

However, the reality is that cashflowing 

our developments is not an issue for 

us.  

Our fixed interest opportunities are 

popular and we always have funds 

available to acquire and develop             

suitable properties.  

We are always keen to work with new                      

investors and, since there is no          

downside for us or our clients, we are 

now offering completed properties, 

rather than just off plan opportunities. 

It means our properties have more                

appeal to a broader client base as new 

investors can see what they are buying 

before they commit to the purchase. 

An example is the property I                

mentioned, the refurbishment has 

been completed and the furniture has 

been installed.   It is all set to go!  

Of course, with all our properties we  

have to achieve a win-win-win          

situation - St David as the developer, 

our fixed interest clients and our end 

buyers.  We have always done this 

and will continue to do so going for-

ward.  

It is worth noting that as developers we 

can be quite flexible how we structure 

things with our clients.  

Some want to undertake JVs with us, 

some want to be the developers, some 

want off plan opportunities… there are 

lots of options. 

The first step is to discuss what the 

investor is looking for and then          

determine how best  we can            

structure things so everyone wins. 

If it sounds challenging and fun  -  well, 

quite honestly, it is.  It gets us out of 

bed every morning and long may that         

continue. 

info@stdavidgroup.com  www.stdavidgroup.com 



 Superb communal facilities 

Every room is 
en-suited 

Beautifully furnished 

Self contained rooms 

The house 

Just completed  
 

Ready for                    
occupation and           

income producing 
from day one 

 

Merseyside,             
Liverpool 

 

Five en-suited rooms 
 

Communal kitchen, 
dining and garden         

areas 
 

Master tenancy at 7% 
pa. after all costs or 

market rents 
 

Price  -  £270,000 
 

For further                  
information please 

contact us 
  

acol                  
co-living/hmo 



What does co-living really mean? 
 

Where individuals share some of communal facilities the properties are             

generally referred to as being in the co-living sector. 

However, within the sector there are various options available for                

investors to choose to invest in and investors should consider these before 

determining whether the co-living sector appeals to them.  

co-living properties generally fall into the following categories; 

HMO (Houses in Multiple Occupation) 

These are typically houses and small converted office blocks which comprise       

between five and ten bedrooms with shared kitchen facilities.  Investment levels 

are from £250,000 to £1m. 

The HMO sector was plagued by rogue landlords who offered sub standard         

accommodation and attracted lower quality tenants.  Standards have improved 

dramatically over the past few years and the sector is now seen as offering           

attractive and secure returns.  Properties are bought and sold on a yield on a 

yield basis and quality management is required if returns of 7% plus p.a. are to be 

achieved. Tenants are usually blue collar workers and semi-professionals.   

The grand collective schemes for young professionals 

These are much larger buildings that offer multiple facilities.  The concept is that 

younger, professional people want to mix with similar people in a facility with a 

gymnasium, cinema, coffee shop etc. They are to be found in city centers and 

charge higher rentals which reflect the facilities provided. The developments need 

a large number of apartments to make the concept financially viable and                 

investment levels start from in excess of £5m.   

Some people argue that their popularity is set to grow, in the same way the          

popularity of purpose student accommodation has in recent years.  Others argue 

that the higher rents deter many people and that those who can afford them will 

seek more self contained accommodation in the medium term. 

 

The hybrid 

Two or three people sharing an apartment/house falls within the co-living                  

classification, but a standard designed property is far from ideal.  Many tenants 

are happy to share a kitchen as they want a feeling of companionship with 

other tenants.  However, whilst they may want a communal lounge, they don’t 

want a communal bathroom and en-suites are much preferred. 

The solution is properties with en-suites for every bedroom and a communal bathroom off the lounge.  The cost of        

providing additional en-suites is easily offset by the enhanced rent from separately renting the bedrooms and the 

lounge.   

Such properties are bought and sold on a ‘bricks and mortar’ valuation and capital growth is in line with other                 

residential properties. The advantage is that the rental yield may be considerably higher than a typical buy-to-let (but 

lower than a HMO) and the property will still appeal in the future to an owner-occupier.  

 

 

 

Whilst the grand collective schemes have recently have attracted a lot of media attention, as of course has the        

general residential sector, HMOs and ‘Hybrids’ have rarely been in the news. Nevertheless, the lack of media              

attention doesn’t mean they aren’t great investments.  They offer an attractive and secure income stream for a lower 

investment level - just don’t confuse them with the more expensive lifestyle grand collective schemes. 

  

 



Rental update 

In the UK, residential properties require an EPC (Energy Performance Certificate) when they are built, sold or rented.         

The certificates  provide information about a property’s energy use and typical energy costs as well as                            

recommendations about how to reduce energy use and save money. 

In an attempt to make homes more energy efficient and to reduce carbon waste, the Government plans to introduce 

new EPC requirements from 2025.   

At the moment, buy-to-let homes in England and Wales need to have an EPC           

rating of 'E' or above - but the Government wants to increase the requirement to a 

'C' rating for all new tenancies by 2025, and for all existing tenancies by 2028. 

Just 2% of homes in England currently make the A and B grades, while around 

85% are either C or D, according to the latest English Housing Survey.                  

Around 13% are rated E, F or G. 

As you might expect, the proposed change has caused considerable confusion 

and further clarification is expected from the Government in due course.  One of 

the options being suggested is for the Government to provide financial assistance 

to owners to upgrade their properties.   

The good news is that there are several ways of improving the energy efficiency in a home, including; 

Improving the lighting to LED light bulbs ; Insulating the walls and roof ; Improving the windows with double or triple 

glazing ; Installing an energy-efficient boiler ; Using a smart meter 

We ensure that all the properties we develop and manage meet EPC requirements and will continue doing so going     

forward. We will update our clients on their individual properties when further information is available.  

EPCs  - the rules are changing 

 

and market updates 

Shortage of housing  

At the start of this year there were 350,980 properties for sale in 

the UK, according to consultancy TwentyCi, 36% fewer than the 

start of 2020.  This is the lowest amount since the company began 

collecting data in 2008. 

 

Comment 

The government has appointed yet another 

new Housing Minister. 

Mr. Stuart Andrew has replaced Mr.                  

Christopher  Pincher, who had held the position 

since February 2020. Mr. Pincher’s              

predecessor had held the position for eight 

months. 

In the last ten years there have been ten         

Housing Ministers.  In that time there have 

been three Prime Ministers.   

In the last twenty five years  there have been 

twenty Housing Ministers and only five Prime 

Ministers.  

Clearly once politicians get hold of power they 

hold on to it and move their minions around at 

will—irrespective of what is actually good for 

the Ministry they are holding. 

The government has said that solving the           

housing shortage is a priority.  They are not 

solving it and changing ministers every five 

minutes is clearly not the solution. 

 

Yet another         
change 

Lots of apartments for sale 

The number of apartments for sale in London has increased in  

from 71,850 in January 2020 to 75,470 in January 2022.   

Four out of five homes for sale now are apartments 

The number of houses for sale has dropped by about a third. 



 

The expert’s solution  -  Give up your Netflix and      
Starbucks and move back in with mum and dad 

Kirstie Allsopp is a presenter on one of the UK’s most popular TV programs 

for the property market Location, Location, Location   For the last twenty 

years she has helped house-hunters find the perfect home in the perfect      

location.   

From her lofty position in the public limelight she has recently expressed her 

anger over claims from people that they could not afford a home.  

“When I bought my first property, going abroad, the easyJet, coffee, gym, Netflix lifestyle didn’t exist,” she 

said. “I used to walk to work with a sandwich. And on payday I’d go for a pizza, and to a movie, and buy a             

lipstick. Interest rates were 15 per cent, I was earning £11,500 a year.”   

Allsopp is the daughter of Charles Allsopp, 6th Baron Hindlip, a British peer and businessman, and a member of the 

House of Lords from 1993 until 1999. She bought her first property with family help at the age of 21, when the average 

house price in the UK was about £51,000. Adjusted for inflation that is £112,000, compared with £255,556 for the           

average home today. 

She added that while interest rates were much lower today, there were new “drains on the finances of the 

young homebuyer”. She said things such as film-streaming services, overseas holidays and regular gym visits 

were taken as standard parts of their lifestyle by today’s young.  

A first-time buyer who gave up a Starbucks latte every weekday, an ordinary Netflix subscription, gym membership, and 

two return flights to Europe a year on easyJet would save about £1,600 a year. The average deposit for a first-time 

buyer is £59,000, according to Halifax. To save that, you would need to forgo your Starbucks latte, Netflix subscription, 

gym membership and easyJet flights for 37 years. 

As for a university education; “I do think you have to ask yourself what your  

degree is giving you. Could you get a job at 18, stay at home with [your]             

parents for three years, and save every single penny, enough for a deposit?” 

 

If they moved into their parents’ house and did not pay rent, they could save on 

average £7,000 a year.  That would reduce the time to just under seven years 

(with no Netflix or Starbucks over that period).                         

Her final piece of advice is that if you have any family or roots in the north 

of the country you should buy there— prices are lower than in the south. 

“I don’t want to belittle those people who can’t do it,” 

she said. “But there are loads of people who can do it 

and don’t. It is hard. We’ve fallen into the trap of            

saying it’s impossible for everybody.  

Pearls of wisdom from a              

property ‘expert’  or                

random thoughts from an 

’expert’ who hasn’t thought 

them through? 

  

 

“I was brought up to believe owning your home 
is the be all and end all and in a way I still           
believe that ... It’s about where you can buy, not 
if you can buy. There is an issue around the          
desire to make those sacrifices.” 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/phil-spencer-and-kirstie-allsopps-tips-for-being-a-buyer-in-a-tough-sellers-market-s9jmdrqrb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Allsopp,_6th_Baron_Hindlip
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peerage_of_the_United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Lords


info@stdavidgroup.com     
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Something lighter 

 

Thought of the month 

 

The content herein expresses the views of 

St David and our MD.                     

No offence is intended to any party.   

All feedback on the content and format is 

always greatly appreciated. 

Quarantine restrictions have meant our MD has 

had to further delay his next visit to HK/Asia.   

Until he returns, if you would like an                       

obligation-free discussion regarding our             

opportunities and services please contact us 

When it comes to your day job, 

you always listen to me!  

This is no different -  buy some 

co-living properties from             

St David! 

When people say; 

This is the biggest rise in prices I have                 

seen in my life 

What they really mean is; 

This is the biggest rise in prices I have                

seen in my life so far 

 

Frequently asked           

questions  

We are pleased to advise that 

Diana Gordon has joined              

Dewisant LM (our in-house         

property management arm) as a 

Property Manager. 

Diana has been involved in the 

property management sector for 

five years and brings a wealth of  experience to her new 

role. 

‘I am really enjoying the challenge of managing a diverse 

portfolio and I am looking to getting to know all our           

landlords.” 

When asked what her hobbies were she replied “ I have a 

dog and I enjoy country walks and cooking.”   

Welcome aboard Diana, we are all looking forward to 

working with you. 

 

Did you know? 

England is a nation of home owners 

15.4 million households are                 

owner-occupied 

4.4 million households are in the                             

private rented sector  

4 million households are in the                          

social rented sector 

Q. Why do you focus on higher rental income properties? 

R. The feedback we got from our long standing and loyal client base was that attractive 

and secure rental income stream properties would balance out their portfolios and it 

would be good to see a great return going into their bank account every month.                

The rental returns from the general residential sector are not particularly attractive so 

we focus on co-living sector.  This has worked to the benefit of everyone involved. 


